Introducing your
new Learning Zone
From Facebook to LinkedIn, every online
system needs to continually update to
make the user experience that little bit
better. The HR Systems team felt that the
Learning Zone needed a new makeover
and we are delighted to confirm that your
new look Learning Zone is coming soon!
Called ‘Project Starburst’, the team have
taken a fresh angle on how we approach
learning. Bringing together aspects of

“I love the new look Learning Zone, it’s so much more user
friendly and accessible for our colleagues, especially as now
it’s finally mobile responsive! I know this will really support
our busy teams to access information and training in a
much quicker and modern way”

Save the Date
The dates for the Webinars are;
28th August 2018, 15:00-16:30 &
29th August 2018, 09:30-11:00.

Heather Young (Senior Operations Director)

social interaction with the ability to
take your learning with you by making
Learning Zone mobile friendly. We hope
you’ll be as excited as we are by the new
site. We wanted to share some of the key
changes and benefits you will see when
the site goes live this summer.

A new look

“Provides flexible ways of learning, on a device and at a time
to suit you… A technical tool which powerfully supports our
increased focus on networking and collaboration”
John Handley (HR Director)

Content tailored for you
,=

With a new look, new features and now fully mobile
responsive, we wanted to bring you a new take on
social interaction. We don’t expect you to take your
mobile with you to complete training, but we made
sure we designed it for those that want to.

The banner at the top of the site will be used to
promote courses, Bright Horizons events and other
BH news. Each image will allow you to directly access
the training course so you will never miss a thing.

The testimonials
We took the updated Learning Zone to different department leaders to get their
feedback; needless to say the testimonials speak for themselves.

“It’s a positive change. It’s for our nursery staff. It’s more
user friendly”
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Cathy Hart (Head of Safeguarding)

MyFeed

LiveFeed

BHFeed

Your own personal hub where you
can manage your profile, view
your training record and manage
your connections! Connections?
In a world where Facebook
meets LinkedIn, Learning
Zone connections is a way to
professionally connect with your
colleagues to keep up to date or
share training recommendations.

Your personalised newsreel.
This is where all your Connection
updates appear as well as those
from communities you are part
of too. You can share your
thoughts, upload images / videos,
comment on other people’s
achievements and so much more!

Our area to promote all things
business to you. This area is
primarily focused on making sure
you don’t miss any important
updates that happen within
Bright Horizons. Here, you can
access the most current Monday
Memo, Professional Development
Newsletter and Did You Know?
articles as well.
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